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ADS-B Deadline is Here!
For much of the last decade we have been
discussing ADS-B. It seemed so long ago
when we were first told what it is and how it
can enhance safety.

I fit into that category. Not for any good
reason, but because there were so many
higher priority projects that the ADS-B
deadline was far off the horizon.

It was expensive, but would be worth it
and would be required for most planes. But
the deadline was years away and why was
the FAA pushing so hard to get pilots to
adopt the technology early.

I dabbled with the ADS-B IN features, but
the out install was going to involve more
money and time.

Well that deadline is here!
Most have it installed it, but there are still
the last minute compliers.
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I am now focused on installing the Garmin
GDL-82 in my RV-8 that I bought a few
weeks ago. Will be compliant soon.
If you are not compliant yet, the article on
page 5 has a few options.
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Presidents Message

From the President/Editor
By Michael Stephan

A new year and a new decade is upon us. The end of the
year has us looking forward to goals as well as reflecting
back on the past year.
Looking back, I enjoyed all those who came to the
Christmas Party last month.
At the dinner, I explained what our Chapter volunteers and
leaders do for our members. I would like to do it again here.
Pete Miller is not only our Secretary with those duties, but
is also our web designer/editor. He does all this while
building an RV-7 project and taking flight training. Pete and
AD Donald have taken on the project of digitizing all of our
older paper newsletters and making them available on the
website. A very tedious task, but one the Chapter will benefit
from greatly.
Sam Cooper has been our Treasurer for many years now.
Recently he taken on the task of accounting for our Ray
Aviation Scholar Aiden's flight training. That requires the
juggling act of keeping training bills paid while at the same
time waiting for distributions the Ray Aviation Program.
Jim Novak, our Vice President, has the toughest job lining
up speakers for our monthly meetings. I think he only needs a
couple more to finish the year 2020. It's always difficult on
meeting night worrying if the speaker is going to show up. It
doesn't happen often, but it does happen.
Jim Quinn and Norm Biron do a great job coordinating our
Eagles and Young Eagles program. Jim has had this position
for 20 years. That is dedication. Norm is the best asset as he
will arrange for a Young Eagle Flight for those kids who are
not part of one of our organized groups.
We have a great group of Tech Counselors and Flight
Advisers. Mel, Marvin, Mike Hoye, and myself handle Tech
Counselor duties. Mel and Mike are also Flight Advisers.
This group gets a good workout due to the number of builders

in our Chapter. I lost count of how many projects we have
under construction. We are lucky to have so many talented
advisers. Many chapters have few or none.
I also would like to thank those who contribute to our
newsletter. I enjoy the diversity of opinions in our Chapter
and their expertise. It also makes my job a lot easier. This
is also an invitation for others to contribute their expertise
or opinions to our newsletter. Just send me your ideas or
opinions.
As I have said in the past, Chapter 168 is an aircraft
building chapter. We have over a dozen projects going.
Since that is one of the purposes of experimental aviation,
we have that going in a large number. It also keeps our
volunteers nice and busy. But, it is worth the effort when
you finally see that project take to the skies. Over the
years I have come to realize that an airplane project is not a
short term hobby, but instead a lifelong ambition because it
seems to take that long to finish one. But those that do, it is
a feeling that is worth those years in the shop. Chapter 168
is proud to have history of excellent builders.
Finally, I would like to thank those who generously
contributed $600.00 to the Alzheimers Association in Pete
Miller's wife memory.
Looking forward, I hope to see several first flights in
2020. I think Three are possible maybe more.
I hope to be writing about flight testing and how much a
RV-8 paint job costs.
Jim Novak has great lineup of programs for this year.
I’m looking forward to starting the next project.
Probably an RV-9 or maybe the GP-4. Possibly and
Airbike takes to the sky in 2020.
Lets have a great 2020!
If you are scrambling for an ADS-B out solution, Klaus’
website has a Tail Beacon install article that is very
comprehensive. So if the tail beacon works for you, then
be sure to check out his article at
pointsforpilots.blogspot.com
Congratulations to one of our newest and youngest Board
member, Ben Wright, who was recently hired to fly for
American Airlines. He has a class date in February.
Airline pilots will know what that means. Ben is also
constructing an RV-14A project.
Congrats Ben!

Builder Web Sites
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Jim Novak’s RV-8 www.mykitlog.com/izzybear
Greg Schroeder’s Sportsman www.mykitlog.com/schroeder1
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Monthly Schedule
TREASURER REPORT

January 7th Chapter Meeting

Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for November. There
were 3 membership renewals. We have 71 paid members.
Discussed financials for the Ray Aviation Scholarship.

The Oct Chapter meeting
will be on Tues, January 7th
at the American Flyers facility
on Addison Airport at 4650
Airport Parkway, Addison,
TX 75001. The meeting will
be held in one of the training
rooms and begin at 7 PM with
socializing time. The program
will begin promptly at 7:30
p.m. and finish by 9:30 p.m.

OLD BUSINESS
• 44 attended the Christmas Party. Total expenses were
1213.79, with a net loss of 333.79. A total of $600.00 was
donated to the Alzheimers Association.
• Norm discussed the Ray Aviation Scholarship. November
has been slow for Aiden.

This month we will devote to
flight training, and we have a
very versatile CFI to talk about it. Working with Carol
Walker in at Big Q Aviation in Midlothian (JWY), Jeanette
Stone will talk about gliders, tailwheel endorsements, spin
training, Private Pilot and Commercial training in a Citabria
7GCBC.

January 7th Board Meeting
The January BOD meeting will be on Tuesday January 7th
at 6 pm. A summary of the minutes from the December BOD
meeting recorded by Pete Miller are as follows:
Meeting called to order by Michael Stephan at 19:00.
Minutes from the previous meeting were approved.
Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim
Novak, Sam Cooper, Pete Miller, Norm Biron, Ann Asberry,
Jim Canniff, Brad Roberts, Chris Smith and Ben Wright.
CHAPTER MEETINGS
February 4: Mike Hance: Balloons
March 3: Paul Dye. This will be videoconferenced. Need to
make sure bandwidth at American Flyers will be adequate.
April 7: Mike Montefusco will discuss CO detectors
May 5: Brad Dement - Emags.
Meeting Dates: Jan 7, Feb 4, Mar 3, Apr 7, May 5, June 2,
July 7, Aug 4, Sep 1, Oct 6, Nov 10
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
Jan 7, Feb 4, Mar 3, Apr 7, May 5, June 2, July 7, Aug 4, Sep
1, Oct 6, Nov 10, Dec 1

• Annual Chapter renewal has been submitted to National.
The cost is up about $30.00.
NEW BUSINESS
• Sam suggested revisiting the bylaws as they regard to the
number of Board members required. From his email:
b. The powers, business, and property of the Chapter
shall be exercised, conducted and controlled by a
Board of at least seven and not to exceed eleven
Directors plus current officers. ...
Given that our membership is now about 70
members, specifying the number of Directors at 10%
– 16% of the membership is unrealistic. We are
struggling to get seven elected Directors every year,
and a number of them are not able to attend the
Meetings regularly. I think it would be better to target
three to five elected Directors in the bylaws. Sam and
Pete will explore amending the bylaws.
Article VIII – Board of Directors. Paragraph b. states that:
• Discussed the possibility of adding some new Tech and
Flight Counselors.
• Michael discussed the EAA Membership Manager
software and how the privacy policy is connected to that.
This software will NOT permit the membership to access
the data unless they are given privileges.
The meeting was adjourned at 20:04.

January Fly-in Events
By Michael Stephan

Saturday, Jan 4th, 2019
First Saturday Coffee and Donuts
McKinney National Airport (TKI)
Saturday, Jan 4th, 2019
First Saturday Fly In Pancake Breakfast
Dallas Executive Airport (RBD)
rvmel@icloud.com
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The Christmas Party
By Michael Stephan

Last month our monthly meeting was our annual Christmas
party. And as usual, we had a good crowd and a really good
time. We had over 50 people show up. Many were familiar
faces, but we had several new faces this year. One thing we
all had in common was a good time.
I have to thank Jim Canniff, who is our primary organizer.
He coordinates the arrangements with the Outback
Steakhouse. This year ran much smoother than last year, so
we have the kinks worked out. So maybe we're getting a little
better at this.
One thing we do every year at this gathering is thank those
volunteers who make the chapter work. EAA sends out
certificates and pins as a token of their appreciation. Many of
us can paper our walls with these, and that is a comment on
how dedicated our members are to our chapter.
Ann Asberry had two games for us to play after dinner.
They were challenging, but not too difficult. Of course, I
didn’t finish either one. So I'm in an organization where most
are smarter than me. I need more practice.
Dinner was delicious as has always been there. We enjoyed
stimulating conversations. In general, a very Christmas
season vibe.

Social media sites
www.facebook.com/eaa168
www.twitter.com/eaa168 (@eaa168)

PRIVATE
INSTRUMENT

COMMERCIAL
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

American Flyers South
Addison Airport (KADS)
4650 Airport Parkway
Addison, TX 75001
214-765-9040

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/
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Graphic courtesy of the FAA

ADS-B Rule Airspace
By Michael Stephan

With help from an AOPA article written by Mike Colins,
here is a summary of the airspace you will need ADS-B to
operate in as well as what to do if you are not equipped.

Mike Collins writes, “The rules require that you request an
airspace authorization from the FAA website at least one hour
but not more than 24 hours in advance of your flight.

Don’t call the ATC facility to ask, and don’t request access
from a controller over the radio—the answer will be “no.”
Only if your ADS-B Out hardware fails in flight will
In the continental United States, the ADS-B Out will be controllers be able to issue an airspace authorization to an
required to operate in the ADS-B rule airspace defined by airborne aircraft, said Rune Duke, AOPA senior director of
FAR 91.225:
airspace, air traffic, and aviation security.
•
•
•
•
•

Class A, B, and C airspace;

An operational transponder is required, he added, and
aircraft without engine-driven electrical systems that don’t
Class E airspace at or above 10,000 feet msl,
have transponders also are exempt from some of the ADS-B
excluding airspace at and below 2,500 feet agl;
required airspace, but not all.”
Within 30 nautical miles of a Class B primary airport
I thought the FAA might give in and extend the deadline
(the Mode C veil);
some to get everyone in compliance, but it looks like ADAPT
Above the ceiling and within the lateral boundaries of is the best the are going to do.
Class B or Class C airspace up to 10,000 feet;
It is time to get it installed.
Class E airspace over the Gulf of Mexico, at and
above 3,000 feet msl, within 12 nm of the U.S. coast.

This is the same airspace we need a transponder for today,
except for the airspace over the Gulf.
If you need to fly your airplane to a avionics installer and you
are in ADS-B rule airspace, there is a way to get permission to
do so. You can ask permission from the FAA to do so. They
have an automated online process that can gives you that
authorization.
The automated process called the (ADAPT) process.

ADS-B Deviation Authorization Preflight Tool
January 2020
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Rotax 912 Engine: 2,000 Hours in 25
Years.. part two
ByKlaus Truemper

In Part II we discuss how we have maintained the engine.
CAUTION: This is NOT advice what you should do. We
simply describe what we have done. It is up to you to draw
any conclusions.
Lubrication

Way back when, Rotax recommended that a good-quality
automotive oil such as Pennzoil or Mobil be used.
Over the years, Rotax has changed its motor
oil recommendations multiple times. Currently, Rotax
prescribes a special-formula oil produced by Shell. Despite
these changes, we have continued to follow the original rule.
In the early years, we used Pennzoil 10W-40 mineral oil.
More recently, it became clear that a mixture of mineral oil
Fram Ultra Synthetic oil filter in the box ...
and synthetic oil was a good idea for aircraft engines. That is,
the mineral oil part keeps the lead sludge in suspension, while Fuel
the synthetic portion improves lubrication.
During the early years,
a
number of airports in
So for a number of years, we have used two quarts of
the
US, in particular in
mineral oil and one quart of synthetic oil for each oil change,
the
Midwest, had mogas.
all produced by Pennzoil.
Since the Rotax 912 can
run on regular unleaded
autogas, we refueled at
such airports whenever
possible.
When flying locally,
we always use premium
unleaded autogas.
For years now autogas
has contained 10%
ethanol, a harmful
additive. But Rotax says
that this is okay. We
have not seen any
negative effects on the
fuel system or the
operation of the engine.
Pennzoil mineral and synthetic oil

During the last 15 years, hardly any airport has offered
mogas. We have had to use avgas on virtually all crosscountry trips.

Oil filter

In 1995 we established that the Fram filter PH3614 had the
required backstop valve and fit the engine.
The Fram filter was cheaper than the Rotax product and did
not suffer problems such as leaks plaguing the Rotaxrecommended filter.
Recently, Fram has begun offering a superior filter called
Ultra Synthetic. We have switched to that filter, model
XG3614.
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Decalin additive for avgas

Avgas contains far more lead than autogas ever did. We add
Decalin to the tanks when refueling with avgas. It converts
some of the lead during combustion into harmless white stuff.
Apparently Decalin has worked well. During a recent repair
of the engine mount, we removed the oil tank. We discovered
that after more than 1,900 hrs of operation, the bottom of the
tank had only a light coat of lead sludge.
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Also, when we removed the reduction gearbox for
reshimming one year ago, the housing was clean on the
inside. There was no accumulation of lead sludge.

Checking the inside of the water hoses, they were in
excellent condition. And that after 25 years! Of course, we
had to replace all those cut hoses.

Coolant

The oil hoses were also in good condition. We replaced
them anyway since they had already been removed.

When we began flying the airplane 25 years ago, a few
drops of coolant appeared at the bottom of the water pump
housing during each preflight.
We hoped that this would go away, and indeed it did after
a while. Since then, we have not have had any leak
involving the water pump.
In the early days, Rotax recommended use of undiluted
antifreeze. But we quickly learned that the engine was
insufficiently cooled. So we switched to a 50/50 mixture
using distilled water.
Later, Rotax recommended long-life coolant. We
switched to that superior coolant, again diluted by 50%
distilled water.

Ignition

Rotax recommends
replacement of the spark
plugs every 100 hrs. We
replace them during every
annual inspection
regardless of time flown.
We use the NGK spark
plug DPR7EA-9. Every
motorcycle shop has it in
stock. It is an appropriate
replacement for the
Rotax-recommended
spark plug.

NGK spark plugs DPR7EA-9

Fuel Pump

We had a number of failures of the mechanical fuel pump.
Eventually, we considered that pump to be a safety hazard.
We then removed the mechanical fuel pump, and instead
installed a dual electric pump system that has served us well.
This article and many more can be found on Klaus’ blog site
pointsforpilots.blogspot.com and
passionforflight.blogspot.com

Prestone long-life coolant
Hoses

Manufacturers of light sport aircraft typically require a
Rotax-designed replacement process of hoses and other
parts every five years.
We have not done so. Instead we use the US Air Force
concept of replacement upon condition. It has served us
well.
Recently, we had to pull off the engine to repair the
motor mount. At that time, we had to cut off the water
hoses since they seemed almost welded to the fittings.

January 2020
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Project Updates
By Michael Stephan

Christmas has a way of slowing progress on the project. But
there were a few things in the past month that progressed.
I'm still slogging through on wiring the instrument panel.
Most of that is done now. I now need to cut my panel, install
the appliances and put it in the airplane. I'm currently stalled
with installing ADS-B in my flying RV-8. I have been
procrastinating complying with the 2020 deadline. But
hopefully the GDL 82 will be up and flying within a week.

making serious progress. You can watch Pete’s build on his
website build log: smilinpete.com/wp/ . He recently finished
a custom oil door. As one who has recently done that, I can
appreciate the work involved in completing something that
looks so simple and benign. Pete has fashioned an aluminum
door instead of using Van’s fiberglass part. He formed a
piece of .060” sheet into a curved door, which will give him
improved stiffness over the fiberglass version. He also
employed the hidden hinge, which gives the cowl a very nice
appearance.

I'm not the only one working on wiring. Charlie Wright has
been installing his instrument panel and associated wiring in
his RV-10. Built by Aerotronic, his instrument panel is a
work of art. I have been studying it to help improve some of
my wiring techniques. Charlie's panel is all Garmin
equipment, while mine is a hybrid of Garmin and Dynon
equipment.

Pete’s All Aluminum Oil Door

Pete has most of the airframe finished. Electrical system
and panel is his next big hurdle. One day soon we should
hear that Pete is endorsed to solo the Beech Sundowner that
he has been training in. Keep it going Pete.

Electrical Connectors
By Michael Stephan
Charlie’s RV-10 Instrument Panel

One benefit of the new EFIS equipment is the fact that the
screen works well as an access panel the equipment behind.
It also makes it easier to cut the panel because it is mainly
one big square hole.
Special attention has to be given wiring an airplane because
it is critical to the function of the airplane as well as
something that is hard to debug if you make an error. Plus,
you don't want to redo it a few years down the road.
Charlie is near the end of his wiring adventure, and I'm not
far behind. I look forward to connecting the battery and
seeing elevator trim working, flaps moving up and down,
instrument panel lighting up and radios communicating.
After that, I'll be concentrating on finishing the firewall
forward, attaching the canopy, sticking the wings back on,
and then first engine start. It all seems so easy.
Charlie is further along, but he has one of those things
called a job. That keeps us progressing at the same pace.
Pete Miller has been diligently making progress on his
RV-7. I visited with him last month to see the plane. He is
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One of the YouTuber’s I follow has said, “I never met a
connector that I like.” for the most part that is true. There
are several types of connectors that I don’t like to use. Molex
being one of them. But in some cases they are the better
solution.
Since most of our instruments are resembling computers,
have micro processors at their core and are connected to a
“bus” architecture, our connectors our from the computer
industry. Makes it nice when you are looking to find them,
but sometime they don’t seem to be a good fit for aircraft use.
Computer cables consists of numerous thin wires in a cable,
and those computer D sub connectors and their outer back
shells work fine. But aircraft cables are much more varied.
They have multi conductor shielded wires. Seems these days
everything appliance requires shielded wires. My first RV-8
has very few of them. However, on my current project nearly
all the wires are shielded, which means you also have to deal
with grounding those shields.
So, my computer type connectors are full of thicker
shielded wires and all the associated ground wires.
Sometimes it becomes a problem.
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But, I have a solution.

Chapter Tool List

One of the attributes of the
Garmin G3X equipment I admire
is their connectors. These aircraft
grade connectors. They do have
their pros and cons.

Our tool custodian is Brad Roberts. This list can also be
found on the Chapter’s website at eaa168.org

Pros

Very Robust. They are all metal.
Well machined.
They have an external stain relief
which makes it easier to managed
the number of shielded wires.
They also accommodate the
Computer Style Backshell
shield grounds with a threaded
shield bar that uses ring terminals
to attach those ground wires. Since that bar is external, fewer
wires have to enter the backshell.

Garmin’s Aviation Connectors
Cons

They are heavier than their plastic counterparts. So make sure
the device can handle the attached weight.
Expensive. Quality comes at a price. These are high quality.
Really high.
They are harder to find.

Aircraft Scales -3 digital scales can not be checked out must be used by Tech Counselor
who will come to your project. Contact Michael Stephan
Borescope: USB with articulating camera. Use with
Android tablet or laptop computer.
Cable Cutter
Camloc Installation Pliers
Compression Tester - Piston compression tester with
instructions
Digital Level - 24" "SMART" level with digital readout
and instructions
Drill Guide for Tubing - Accu-Drill with instructions
Edge Roller - Creates rolled edge on sheet metal
Flaring Tool- 37 degree flaring tool -sizes 1/8", 5/16"
-5/8"
Fresh Air Respirator - HobbyAir Fresh Air Respirator
with half-mask, 40' hose, belt, and painting hood. Please
return cleaned and ready for use. User may purchase
facemask or other accessories from www.axispro.com.
Hole Cutter -Adjustable MALCO HC1 with
instructions. Cuts holes in wood and sheet metal from 2"
to 12" in diameter
Hole Punches - Greenlee Punches, sizes 1 1/8", 1 3/8",
2", 2 1//2", 2 3/4", 3"
Instrument Hole Template- Metal Template from
Aircraft Spruce. Not to be used as a drill guide
Instrument Panel Punches - 2 1/4" and 3 1/8" -Not for
composite or fiberglass
Kearney Swager - Hand - operated roll type swaging
machine to swage MS -type terminals onto galvanized
and stainless steel cables from 1/16" to 3/16" diameter.
This swager belongs to Mel Asberry who has offered to
let Chapter members use it at his workshop.
Magneto Synchronizer - Eastern Electronics Model
E-50 with instructions
Nicopress Swager / Cable Cutter - Swages Nicopress
sleeves onto control cables. Swages sleeve sizes 1/16,
3/32, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, and 7/32. Includes a cutter for 7x7
and 7x19 cables up to 7/32 diameter.
Nicopress Swaging Tool - Economy style, sizes 1/16",
3/32", 1/8"
Pneumatic Nibbler - Air nibbler for sheet metal
Rivet Cutter
Sheet Metal Dimpler - 3/32" vise grip dimpler from
Avery's
Sheet Metal Nibbler - Hand type nibbler
Tach Checker - Tach checker with instructions
Tensiometer: For checking cable tensions.
Tube Bender - Sizes 3/16" - 3/8"
Tube Cutter - Tube Cutter 1" max OD
Rockwell Harness Tester

Our friends at Stein Air have them for sale. I bought a few to
try out on my RV-8 instrument panel. I’ll keep you updated

January 2020
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Upcoming Events

Upcoming Safety Seminars

Saturday, Jan 4th, 2019

On Monday, January 13, at 17:30 CST,

First Saturday Coffee and Donuts

"Intro to Weather Briefings - Weather Briefing 1"
Topic: Analyze the weather on your route to make safe
decisions—and in only 10-15 minutes!
Description:

By Michael Stephan

From the FAAST team

McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Website:www.facebook.com/
EAAChapter1246
Come join us for some fellowship and
fun. We're having Free coffee and donuts
for everyone on the first Saturday of every
month in the McKinney Hangars Association area. Let's gather
at 9:00 am. You don't have to be a member to attend. See you
there!
Saturday, Dec 7th, 2019

Weather is the most lethal of all major causes of aviation
accidents.
In this 90 minute webinar, Delia will show you how to meet
the FAA briefing requirements while ALSO developing
skills that will allow you to make better decisions regarding
flight.
• Learn the 6 elements you MUST CHECK in any
brief
• How to significantly reduce the mountain of needless
data
• How to use (and the value of) the new graphical
forecast for aviation
• When severe weather doesn't qualify as an adverse
condition
Plus we'll walk through a standard weather brief, followed
by Q&A
Select Number: WP0197718

Register at: http://www.fly-rite.com/free-webinars
Monday, January 6, at 20:00 CST
"ACE the FAA Private Pilot Knowledge Test
including How to get a NextGen Weather
Briefing Part 1"

Topic: Learn to get a NextGen Weather Briefing while
preparing to ace the FAA Knowledge test.
Description:

Masterflight's FAA Knowledge Test Seminars prepare you
to pass your Private Pilot Training online exam in a single
weekend.
Presented by the most dynamic, fun and successful FAA
Gold Seal Flight Instructors in the industry, this 90 minute
Free webinar is the first portion of the 2-day, accelerated
aviation weekend ground school which reviews all the
Federal Aviation Administration questions using advanced
interactive presentations and the actual testing supplement
images for each question.
Plus learn how to file an ICAO flight plan and get a
NextGen Weather briefing that will help you choose the best
route, altitude and time of departure.
Select Number: GL0397727

Register at: https://master-flight-training.org/
webinar-type/free/

January 2020
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

For Sale (New Price): GARMIN GTX 327 MODE A/C
TRANSPONDER. $300.00
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com
For Sale: Hartzell Constant Speed Propeller
HC-F2YR-1F/F7666A-2/SM4. Total time in service: 444.9
hrs.Total time since overhaul: 0.0 hrs.Prop. strike reduced
diameter to 72”Price negotiable,
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com
For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )
For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
1350 total time
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024

For Sale: Highly modified
Murphy Renegade Biplane.
Everything rigged and almost
ready for cover. Includes
Jabiru 3300A (120 hp), and
wood prop, 250 hrs, TTSN.
All modifications approved by
designer. Needs electrical, instruments, and covering.
Quick-build kit goes for $21,950 without engine. I have
most everything needed to finish except for instruments
and radio. Dual fuel tanks (14 gals total), Nav lights and
strobes, ELT, and much more.
Priced to move at $19,500. Call me and let’s talk.
Mel - 972-784-7544

Aviation Services
Maggie Severen
FBO Manager
Cell: 469-585-6612
FBO: 940-297-6411
Toll Free: 1-866-383-2400 ext 6447
email: mseveren@usaviation.aero

Denton Municipal Airport
4850 Spartan Dr.
Denton, Texas 76207
VM: 940-297-6447
Fax: 940-381-5385
www.usaviation.aero

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to mstephan@shr.net. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
Social media sites: www.facebook.com/eaa168

www.twitter.com/eaa168

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS
President Michael Stephan
Vice President Jim Novak
Secretary Pete Miller
Treasurer Sam Cooper

Sam Cooper

president@eaa168.org
vicepresident@eaa168.org
secretary@eaa168.org
treasurer@eaa168.org

Norm Biron
Bruce Fuller
Ann Asberry

Michael Stephan
Brad Roberts

Jim Caniff
Chris Smith
Brad Roberts
Ben Wright

Mel Asberry
Pete Miller

Board of Directors
Mel Asberry
Michael Hoye

Flight Advisors
972-784-7544
214-354-3638

Jim Quinn
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214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Advertising
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net

We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City

State

Phone Home:

Mobile:

Zip

email address
EAA #

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer
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